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ABSTRACT
Multipllcity,angular and energy distributions
ef secondary particles, produced in the charged
current inelastic interactlens ef high energy
neutrinos with emulsion nuclel,were investigated.
Io Introductlen.
In the charged current neutrino induced reactiens en nuclei,
a negative muen is emitted and a d-quark in a nuclear nucleen
abserblng a W + besen, changes inte a u-quark era c- quark .
This quark prepagates inside the nucleus either singly er
after immediate recombinatien inte a meson, forming a leading
particle system (LPS). The LPS may interact further with
a nucleon inside the target nucleus with an effective cress
I #
sectien _ . The value of _ may depend on whether the LPS
is a c-quark, u-quark, charmed mesen er nen-charmed mesen .
/
In each of these cases, the value ef_may be reflected in
grey track particle multiplicity distribution and its mean
value observed in the final state. The aim ef this paper is#
to test whether there is a difference in _ fer "charm" and
"nen-charm" events. Alse, the study ef the general character-
istlcs ef neutrine - emulsien charged current interactlens .
These characteristics are cempared te the cerrespendlng enes
frem preten - emulslen ( P-Em ) cellislons.
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2. Experiment s
_The charged current interactions of neutrinos with emulsi®n
nuclei were picked up from these observed in a hybrid emulsion
spectrometer which was used in the Fermilab experiment E-531
to study charm particle lifetimes /I/ and their preductlon
cross sectlens /2/. The details of the performances of the
apparatus and exposures were presented in /3/.
For the present study, the following selectien
criteria have been applied : (i) the event must be at least
20 mm apart from the stack edges. (ii) The event should
include identified negative muen. The 260 events were select-
ed, out of them 192 events with Nh_1. These data were comp-
ared with events in which charmed particles were produced and
a negative muon was identified without applying the geometric-
al cut mentioned in the criterion (i).These two sets are
compared to each other and to proton - emulsion data /4/.
3. Multiplicities of Secondary Particles.
The table presents the average multiplicities of s,h,g and b
particles emitted in "non-charm" and "charm" _-Em charged
current inelastic interactienSo These values are compared to
the corresponding ones from P - Em cellislons at 22°5 GeV/4/o
- Average multiplicity/
--___,(ns_ _(n h _ _ ng _ (nb_
. Class of_vent/ without_
"non-charm" 5.52!.15 3.99!.30 1.35!.13 2.64!.25
4,52!.15
"charm" 4.60!.26 3.60!.60 1.23!.22 2.37_.37
* 3.60±.26
P - Em 5.61_.01 8.60_.25 3.38!.14 5.22!.29
at 22.5 GeV
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The table shows that <n s > for "charm" events is less
than the corresponding one for "non charm" events by O.85_.30
Such a difference could be explained by the copious De meson
production and generally by the fact that charmed particles
are heavy ones which are usually preduced with a relatively
high momentum. The similarity of <Nh_,<ng> ,< n_, observed in
the table,between "charm" and "non-charm" events, indicates
that there is ne difference between a leading charmed or
non-charmed particle. The table shows that for P-Em these
values are about 1.5 times the cerresponding ones from the
_-Em events. This observation can be explained by the known
fact that hadrens tend to interact as seen as they enter the
hit nucleus and after the first collision, there is still
a considerable nuclear matter for the leading particle to
prepagate through it. Neutrino can interact at any point
inside the target nucleuso Thus, the degree of intranuclear
cascading in case of hadrons is mere than the neutrino OnCe
The ratio of ng=O events, in])-Em interactions , was
calculated roughly frem simple considerations of the quark
theory and emulsion cempesitien. Neglecting the cascading
effects, the calculated value 0°4 agrees with the experimental
value O.5!@.I . This shows that the number of intranuclear
cascading is very small in this case. The study of correlat-
ions between different multiplicities has shown that the
excitation energy of the residual nucleus is independent on
the number and nature ef produced particles (piens or charm
particles) i.eo these produced particles do net transfer any
significant energy to the target nuoleus.
$. Angular and energy distributions.
It is a remarkable feature that grey track particles from
"charm" and "non-charm" events have the same angular dist-
, . i d. , e p(o.  zo.t3)co e 3
ributien of the form N,@e '_coSe_--
which agrees with the c.orrespending one in hadren - nucleus
I
collisions _ _C05G_ _ e_F (0"96) C05
dM
The forward peaked behaviour and the increase in
the value ef F/B ratio with the increase in particle track
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range support the assumptlen that grey track particles are
knock an recalls. The energy distribution ef grey track
partlclem, assumed te be protons, from "non-charm" events
has the farm NC_) _E __._-CI"15 _0 Ig) _
5.Cencluslens.
The measured ng- multiplicity is consistent with simple
quark cauntlng and the number of intranuclear cascading in
the present interactions is very small,so the theoretically
expected difference in the cress section ef a leading charm
er non-charm particle has net been observed. The angular
dlstrlbutien of grey track particles has the form
dn ,,- case 9
and their energy distribution is of the farm
NcmdE
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